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About This Game

This game was made for people looking for the ultimate challenge.

Games like 'Getting Over It', 'Cuphead' and 'Dark Souls' have nothing on this game's threat. What sets it apart is the fact that
nobody has been able to beat it yet. You may think that we designed the game with a gimmick that makes it impossible, but we
assure you it has been tested that the bike can make it to the tip of every peak in the game. It is not the controls either, they may

take some time to get use to, but once you do they feel amazing. What makes this game so difficult is simply the game's only
enemy... the terrain. Not only will you not know where to go or how to get there, but once you begin to find your way you

realize it was only the beginning.

Feel the fear of falling as you ascend mountains that will rack your nerves like no game ever has
 Explore a massive, peaceful, and colorful open world with fun discoveries lurking around every corner.
 Learn to balance, hop, spin, flip with an infinite level of attainable skill
 Complete the story, unlock the mystery, and earn new colors
 Push yourself to the human limit of patience and determination
 Experience an unlimited amount of gameplay as we can assure you there is always more trail to go in Bike of the Wild.

Even without all the challenge, this game is still fun to just go riding around taking in the scenery.

If you would like to practice before dropping yourself into such a brutal campaign, we recommend you try our other
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game Bikour. This will make sure you are prepared to take on this ultimate challenge.

Whether you are looking for an easy ride through the country side, or a psychotic ascent into madness, Bike of the Wild
is an adventure for Bike lovers everywhere.

What are you afraid of?
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Title: Bike of the Wild
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
The Most
Publisher:
The Most
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti / AMD Radeon HD 7870

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1200 MB available space

Additional Notes: These specifications are subject to change
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First day playing the game and put almost a full hour from the get go. I found it randomly and it looked interesting enough.
Once you get the controls down (just play the tutorial, it's that simple) and you're off! I think you'd enjoy this game if:
-You've always wanted to be a sentient bicycle
-You enjoy classical music
-You enjoy relaxing exploration
-You enjoy wacky and zany games

It sounds like most of the map is open to get to, but it does seem like the cool spots are blocked off (?). The castle, the ice
structure, the rainbow... I'm sure it will take a long time to get to but it's still a fun experience and can be relaxing if you just
listen to the music and ride. My bike's name is Geoffrey ^_^

(2nd day playing)
Logged in another hour and had lots of fun! I've conquered so many areas, including that ice structure after falling a few times. I
love this game a lot! It has such a perfect blend of relaxing gameplay and environment, but also a challenge. Great game! I will
continure to work on getting to those other areas someday.
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